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Abstract: Glycerol electrooxidation has attracted 
immense attention due to the economic advantage it 
could add to biodiesel production. One of the significant 
challenges for the industrial development of glycerol 
electrooxidation process is the search for a suitable 
electrocatalyst that is sustainable, cost effective, and 
tolerant to carbonaceous species, results in high 
performance, and is capable of replacing the 
conventional Pt/C catalyst. We review suit-able, 
sustainable, and inexpensive alternative electrocat-
alysts with enhanced activity, selectivity, and durability, 
ensuring the economic viability of the glycerol electrooxi-
dation process. The alternatives discussed here include 
Pd-based, Au-based, Ni-based, and Ag-based catalysts, 
as well as the combination of two or three of these met-
als. Also discussed here are the prospective materials 
that are yet to be explored for glycerol oxidation but are 
reported to be bifunctional (being capable of both anodic 
and cathodic reaction). These include heteroatom-doped 
metal-free electrocatalysts, which are carbon materi-
als doped with one or two heteroatoms (N, B, S, P, F, I, 
Br, Cl), and heteroatom-doped nonprecious transition 
metals. Rational design of these materials can produce 
electrocatalysts with activity comparable to that of Pt/C 
catalysts. The takeaway from this review is that it provides 
an insight into further study and engineering applications 
on the efficient and cost-effective conversion of glycerol to 
value-added chemicals.
Keywords: acidic media; alkaline media; electrocatalyst; 
glycerol electrooxidation; platinum.
1   Introduction
Fossil fuel consumption and depletion are increasing pro-
gressively because of the ever-increasing global energy 
demand as well as the need to alleviate emission of green-
house gases (Silva et al. 2017). In this regard, it is essential 
to develop more sustainable and renewable alternatives 
to fossil fuel resources for satisfying global energy needs 
(Houache et al. 2018). One of the considered alternatives 
is biodiesel, which is technically, economically, and envi-
ronmentally viable. Biodiesel is a product of transesteri-
fication of animal fats or vegetable oils, which produces 
glycerol (about 10  wt%) as a byproduct (Suzuki et  al. 
2016). Though glycerol is exploited as a raw material in the 
tobacco, cosmetics, food, and pharmaceutical industries, 
the supply of glycerol is much higher than the demand 
because of the growth of the biodiesel industry. The abun-
dance of glycerol has propelled the search for more routes 
for glycerol transformation into specialty chemicals to 
make biodiesel production cheaper and more environ-
mentally benign (Oliveira et al. 2015).
Electrooxidation of glycerol is a promising route for 
the transformation of glycerol into specialty chemicals. 
The reaction pathway for the electrooxidation of glycerol in 
alkaline electrolytes is complex (Katryniok et al. 2011). This 
process uses the produced electrons and holes to perform 
the reaction by combining the hydrogen generated at the 
cathode and the specialty chemicals formed at the anode 
using an appropriate potential (Dodekatos et  al. 2018). 
Several useful intermediates/oxygenated species such as 
glycolate, glycerate, tartronate, hydroxypyruvate, glycolic 
acid, mesoxalic acid oxalate, mesoxalate, dihydroxyac-
etone, and formate ions are formed. Some authors have 
reported a mixture of these intermediates in the glycerol 
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electrooxidation reaction (GEOR) (Zhang et  al. 2012b). 
Some of these products could be utilized as drug delivery 
agents, heavy-metal complexing agents, or polymer raw 
materials. Presently, these specialty chemicals are mostly 
synthesized either via slow fermentation processes result-
ing in low product yields (Bauer and Hekmat 2006) or 
environmentally unfriendly and costly stoichiometric oxi-
dation processes (Carrettin et al. 2003). The transformation 
of glycerol occurs in the presence of oxygen, which plays 
a significant role in the heterogeneous catalytic oxidation 
of glycerol, just like in the O2 reduction reaction (ORR) at 
the cathode region of the fuel cell. Nevertheless, because 
of the restrictions in the nature and design of traditional 
batch reactors, the catalytic oxidation process involves the 
wastage of glycerol’s chemical energy (6.3 kWh l−1), which 
could be converted to heat during oxidation. Transforma-
tion of glycerol in a direct alcohol fuel cell (DAFC) has 
the potential to produce several specialty chemicals and 
generate electrical energy simultaneously at a lower theo-
retical energy density (5.0 kWh kg−1) when compared with 
methanol and ethanol (6.1 and 8.1 kWh kg−1, respectively) 
(Holade et al. 2013a,b, Gomes et al. 2014a).
Several researchers have studied GEOR using noble 
metals such as Au, Pt, and Pd (Zalineeva et al. 2014, Garcia 
et al. 2015, 2017). They have been found to show satisfac-
tory activity, but the selectivity of the desired products 
needs to be improved. For instance, the formation of C3 
products such as mesoxalic and tartronic acid is difficult 
by further oxidation (Zhang et al. 2012b). Several reviews 
have been written on glycerol oxidation. Simões et  al. 
(2012) gave an overview of the principle of glycerol elec-
trooxidation, highlighting the advantages and drawbacks, 
relevant research, and remarkable results. Recently, 
Dodekatos et  al. (2018) reviewed the newly developed 
supported noble-metal NP catalysts as well as nonpre-
cious catalysts. This review reveals the state of the art 
toward improving the selectivity of value-added chemi-
cals. Several modifications on the above-mentioned noble 
metals are critiqued, as well as the synergistic combina-
tion of two or more metals (multimetallic catalysts).
2   Electrooxidation of glycerol and 
products
Electrooxidation of glycerol can be used to produce elec-
trical energy (Kim et  al. 2011b, Zhang et  al. 2012b) and 
oxidized compounds (Lee et  al. 2016). Selective electro-
oxidation technology employs an ion exchange mem-
brane and oxidation chemistry for the electrocatalytic 
transformation of glycerol to specialty chemicals (Kwon 
et al. 2011b, Simões et al. 2012). This process has been suc-
cessfully used to convert glycerol to glyceric acid (GLA) 
and glyceraldehyde (GLAD) even without the use of a stoi-
chiometric chemical oxidant such as H2O2 or O2 in GEOR 
(Kim et al. 2017). When compared to the operating cost of 
the conventional heterogeneous catalytic reactor, that of a 
GEOR reactor is less because of the simplicity of the reac-
tion process and the reactor design.
The rate of reaction and selectivity toward the desired 
products can be enhanced by varying the glycerol-to- 
catalyst ratio and tuning the electrode potential. Unlike in 
the conventional catalytic process, hydrogen gas is formed 
as a byproduct at the cathode side in GEOR (Frota et al. 2017, 
Kim et al. 2017). This hydrogen can be converted into heat 
Scheme 1: Reaction pathway for glycerol electrooxidation in alkaline electrolytes (Kang et al. 2017).
Reproduced with kind permission from Elsevier (copyright license no. 4663440703527).
and electricity or used in a reduction reaction. Typically, 
the following reactions occur during GEOR (Scheme 1):
–
3 8 3 2 3 6 4Anode:C H O H O C H O 4H 4e
++ → + + (1)
–
2Cathode:4H 4e 2H
+ + → (2)
3 8 3 2 3 6 4 2Overall:C H O H O C H O 2H+ → + (3)
At the anode, GLA, electrons, and protons are pro-
duced. Meanwhile, the electrons produced by water serve 
as the stoichiometric oxidant to produce the acid. The 
protons migrate to the cathode through the electrolyte in 
the reactor where they are transformed to H2 by combining 
with the electrons (Kim et al. 2017). Table 1 presents the 
typical oxidation products and their applications.
3   Types of electrocatalysts
3.1   Platinum-based electrocatalysts
Electrooxidation of glycerol on a Pt surface has been 
studied extensively both at a fundamental level and in 
applied research (Gomes et al. 2013). Pt is the first noble 
metal that was studied by Kimura and coworkers in 1993 
as a catalyst in GEOR (Kimura 1993). GEOR proceeds by the 
interaction of OH− in alkaline solutions, and the regenera-
tion of the OH− loop occurs through a four-electron trans-
fer process in an oxygen atmosphere. Several authors 
have studied the GEOR mechanism. Falase et  al. (2012) 
and Fernández et al. (2012b) studied glycerol oxidation on 
Pt electrodes in acid and alkaline solutions using cyclic 
voltammetry, online electrochemical mass spectrometry, 
and high-performance liquid chromatography. The main 
product observed was glyceric acid, while glyceraldehyde 
was the reactive intermediate (Fernández et al. 2013). The 
Pt surface is suitable for GEOR and can break the carbon 
chain to form formic acid and glycolic acid, leading to CO2 
generation. The selectivity and activity of the Pt-based 
catalyst mainly depend on the surface structure, which 
further depends on the preparation method. Pt-based 
catalysts with larger NPs are known for their remarkable 
reaction rates and promote oxidation at the glycerol termi-
nal carbons; cuboctahedral Pt-based NPs are more active 
than tetrahedral Pt-based NPs, but there is no significant 
difference in the selectivity (Li and Zaera 2015). Pt-based 
colloidal NPs are more selective toward glyceraldehyde. 
However, the activity of colloid-based catalysts declines 
fast after short reaction times; therefore, colloid-based 
Pt catalysts must be modified or functionalized for better 
performance (Aliaga et al. 2009, Niu and Li 2013). To show 
the effect of the preparation method, Li and Zaera (2015) 
prepared three series of Pt/SiO2 catalysts by varying the 
metal loading and using different solvents and shapes of 
the premade metal NPs. The microstructural image is pre-
sented in Figure 1. They reported that metal loading influ-
ences the average size of the metal NPs, which affects both 
selectivity and activity. The intrinsic activity improves 
with increase in the size of the NPs, thereby favoring oxi-
dation at the terminal alcohol groups of the glycerol to 
produce glyceraldehyde as an intermediate. In the study 
of Kwon et  al. (2012), glycolic acid (two carbons) and 
formic acid (one carbon) were observed on the Pt surface. 
Upon modifying the surface of Pt with bismuth, glyceric 
acid, glyceraldehyde, and dihydroxyacetone (DHA) were 
mainly observed.
Schnaidt et  al. (2011) reported that glycerol adsorp-
tion on the Pt surface cannot occur at potentials ≤0.1 V 
since Hupd inhibits GEOR. At potentials above 0.2 V, dis-
sociation of glycerol occurs in adsorbed CO and other 
species, blocking the surface to prevent Pt-OH formation. 
They also reported the formation of glyceric acid at poten-
tials between 0.6 and 0.9 V, which undergoes slow disso-
ciative adsorption in comparison with glyceraldehyde and 
glycerol. Gomes et al. (2013) explored the effect of glycerol 
concentration on the main oxidation products during 
the electrooxidation of glycerol in acidic media over Pt, 
as analyzed by in situ Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) 
spectroscopy. Based on their results, they suggested that 
the magnitude of the different oxidation routes depends 
on the concentration of glycerol and correlates with the 
nature of the adsorbed species present at the earlier 
adsorption of glycerol. On the Pt sites, glycerol vies with 
hydrogen because there is a gradual formation of CO on 
the surface due to desorption protons from the Pt sites. 
The concentration of glycerol determines the CO oxidation 
capacity of the Pt surface. The Pt surface is much more 
exposed to the adsorbed glycerol residues and inhibits co-
adsorption of water at high glycerol concentration. There-
fore, there is a delay in water splitting, making it possible 
for the Pt surface to retain CO at higher potentials. The 
formation of the CO layer is also favored by the dissocia-
tive adsorption of glyceraldehyde, being an intermediate 
in concentrated glycerol solutions. Moreover, there is a 
parallel formation of carboxylic acids at intermediate and 
high potentials, and the carboxylic acid is partly oxidized 
to CO2.
To use glycerol as a fuel in DAFCs, control of the elec-
trooxidation route is necessary for the improvement of 
Table 1: Typical oxidation products and their applications.
Product Description Application Reference
Glyceraldehyde Glyceraldehyde (C3H6O3), also known 
as glyceral, is a triose monosaccharide, 
which is the simplest of all common 
aldoses. It is a colorless and sweet 
crystalline solid, which could be 
obtained as an intermediate species 
during glycerol oxidation
  Anti-aging agent, production 
of advanced glycation end-
products (AGEs), fundamental 
metabolite, modification and 
cross-linking of proteins
  Bijvoet et al. (1951), 
Pinter et al. (1967)
Dihydroxyacetone Dihydroxyacetone (C3H6O3) (DHA), also 
called glycerone, is a simple saccharide 
(a triose). It is a ketotriose comprising 
acetone with hydroxy substituents at 1 
and 3 positions. It is the parent of the 
class of glycerones and the simplest 
member of the class of ketoses
  Antifungal agent, raw material 
for D,L-serine production, 
monomer for polymeric 
biomaterials, metabolite for 
human, Escherichia coli, and 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
metabolite, tanning agent in 
cosmetics, synthon in organic 
chemistry
  Bagheri et al. (2015), 
Behr et al. (2008), 
Painter et al. (2010)
Pyruvaldehyde Pyruvaldehyde (C3H4O2), also called 
2-oxopropanal or methylglyoxal, is the 
organic compound with two carbonyl 
groups, a ketone and an aldehyde in 
gaseous state but in aqueous solution 
it occurs as oligomers and hydrates. 
Its conjugate acid is pyruvic acid. 
Pyruvaldehyde occurs naturally in some 
kinds of honey such as manuka honey
Marker for investigation of 
the connection between 
advanced glycation end 
products (AGEs) with adverse 
health outcomes, prevention 
of S. aureus and E. coli, 
prevention of P. aeruginosa-
produced biofilms
Israili (2014), Loeffler 
et al. (2006)
Glyceric acid Glyceric acid (C3H6O4) is a conjugate 
acid of glycerate, and a natural 
three-carbon sugar acid, product of 
glycerol oxidation. It is a trionic acid, 
comprising propionic acid substituted 
at the second and third positions by 
hydroxy groups
Treatment of skin disorder, 
intermediate in amino acid 
synthesis, metabolite in 
glycolysis cycle, medicine
Behr et al. (2008), Corma 
et al. (2007), Li and 
Zaera (2015)
Tartronic acid Tartronic acid (C3H4O5), also 
called 2-hydroxymalonic acid, is a 
conjugate acid of tartronate and a 
dicarboxylic acid. It is a malonic acid 
substituted by a hydroxy group at the 
second position and its derivative, 
2-methyltartronic acid, is an isomalic 
acid. Tartronic acid is a conjugate 
acid of a hydroxymalonate and a 
hydroxymalonate(1-)
Treatment of obesity and 
osteoporosis, oxygen 
scavenger
Behr et al. (2008), Hurley 
(1982), Katryniok et al. 
(2011)
Mexoxalic acid Mesoxalic acid (C3H2O5), also known 
as ketomalonic acid or oxomalonic 
acid, is a conjugate acid of mesoxalate. 
Mesoxalic acid is both a ketonic 
acid and a dicarboxylic acid, which 
voluntarily loses two protons to 
produce mesoxalate, a divalent anion 
C3O52−
  Anti-HIV agent, raw material 
for organic synthesis, 
complexing agent
Bagheri et al. (2015), 
Ciriminna and Pagliaro 
(2003), Johnson and 
Taconi (2007)
Product Description Application Reference
Lactic acid Lactic acid (C3H6O3) is the conjugate 
acid of lactate, and an α-hydroxy acid 
(AHA) because of the existence of a 
carboxyl group which is adjacent to the 
OH group. Lactic acid is synthesized 
conventionally by chemical synthesis 
or by fermentation of carbohydrates 
like glucose, lactose, or sucrose
Synthetic intermediate in many 
organic synthesis industries 
and in various biochemical 
industries, food preservative, 
flavoring agent, and curing 
agent, decontaminant in meat 
processing, moisturizer in 
cosmetics, dyeing agent in 
textile industry, for making 
yogurt and cheese production 
in dairy industry, tanning 
leather, raw material in 
pharmaceutical industry, 
production of inks and lacquers
  Abdel-Rahman et al. 
(2011), Vaidya et al. 
(2005)
Glycolic acid Glycolic acid (C2H4O3), also known as 
hydroxyacetic acid or hydroacetic acid, 
is a conjugate acid of glycolate and the 
smallest α-hydroxy acid (AHA). It is an 
odorless, hygroscopic, and colorless 
crystalline solid, which is extremely 
water-soluble. Glycolic acid is found in 
some sugar crops
Skin care products, leather 
tanning agent, decreasing 
agent, textile dyeing, rust 
removal, chemical peels 
performed in dermatology
  Bagheri et al. (2015), 
Sankar et al. (2009)
Oxalic acid Oxalic acid (C2H2O4) is a conjugate of 
oxalate and the simplest dicarboxylic 
acid. It forms a colorless solution in 
water since it is a colorless crystalline 
solid. It is a stronger acid than acetic 
acid and occurs in various vegetables 
and plants, and produced in human 
body by metabolism of ascorbic acid or 
glyoxylic acid
Cleaning agent, including 
sterilizing of household 
articles, rust removal, cleaning 
of kitchen sinks, bathtubs 
and counters, detergent and 
bleach additive, mineral 
processing mechanisms, 
bleaching agent in textile 
industry, purification and 
dilution of certain chemicals
Önal (2011), Sah and 
Verma (2011), Simoneit 
(2004)
Acetic acid Acetic acid (CH3COOH), also known as 
ethanoic and methane carboxylic acid, 
a weak acid, which is the conjugate 
acid of acetate and the most important 
synthetic carboxylic acid. In its pure/
undiluted form, it is called glacial acetic 
acid, a colorless liquid with a pungent 
and strong smell, which characterizes 
the odor of vinegar
  Production of vinegar, 
antifungals, antibacterials, 
inhibition of carbohydrate 
metabolism, synthesis of 
chemical compounds like vinyl 
acetate monomer, ester and 
acetic anhydride, manufacture 
of perfumes, dyes, and 
inks, organic compound 
purification, antiseptic against 
staphylococci, pseudomonas, 
streptococci, enterococci, and 
others, screening of cervical 
cancer, treatment of outer ear 
infections
Dibb and Arsenault 
(2002), Fornaro and Gutz 
(2003), Staudt et al. 
(2000)
Formic acid Formic acid (HCOOH), also called 
methanoic acid, is a conjugate of 
formate ion, a strong electrolyte, a 
liquid fuel at room temperature, and 
the simplest form of carboxylic acid. 
It is an important intermediate in 
chemical synthesis and could occur 
naturally, particularly in some ants
Fuel in fuel cells, reducing 
agent, environmentally 
benign runway anti-icing 
(formic acid salts), important 
intermediate in the synthesis 
of some organic compounds, 
finishing, grass silage in 
Europe, food additive, leather 
tanning in Asia
  Aslam et al. (2012), Behr 
et al. (2008), Hurley 
(1982)
Table 1 (continued)
CO2 production at low potentials and maximization of the 
energy delivery to the electrochemical interface (Kwon 
et al. 2012). To achieve these, good understanding of the 
role of each superficial site on glycerol electrooxidation is 
required for the rational design of particular catalysts that 
favor the anticipated pathways (Fernández et al. 2013). In 
recent studies where polycrystalline Pt was used, glyc-
erol produces CO2 from both the terminal carbon and the 
central one, which suggests that glycerol can dissociate 
completely on polycrystalline Pt surfaces at least to some 
extent (Liu et al. 2018b). However, DAFCs require that Pt 
be applied as NPs (especially with carbon support) in a 
practical system. However, Pt NPs are far more complex 
than polycrystalline Pt, primarily because of some factors 
like the presence of crystalline planes on the same par-
ticle as well as low coordination atoms, a wide range of 
diameters of the particles, different electronic density, etc. 
 (Maillard et al. 2004). Though the study on bulk Pt elec-
trodes is crucial to understanding electrochemical reac-
tions, the outcomes of bulk electrode systems cannot be 
fully transferred to Pt NPs (Fernández et al. 2013).
The study of Fernández et al. (2013) revealed the fun-
damentals of the electrooxidation of isotopically labeled 
glycerol (13CH2OH-12CHOH-13CH2OH) on the surfaces of 
carbon-supported Pt NPs. They reported the formation 
of glyceraldehyde as an intermediate in glyceric acid pro-
duction. During the early adsorption steps, FTIR analysis 
revealed that glycerol could be transformed into CO com-
pletely. However, the central carbon (12C) is rather pro-
tected by its carbon chain, and its oxidation is preceded by 
the oxidation of the terminal groups (13C). CO2 is produced 
from both the central and terminal carbons. However, the 
terminal carbons oxidize more quickly than the central 
groups, possibly because of the steric effect triggered by 
13CH2OH, which hinders 12CHOH from being oxidized.
Despite the popularity Pt NPs as an electrocatalyst 
in GEOR, its commercial application is hindered by its 
exorbitant cost, deactivation at potentials above 0.8 V 
 (Sandrini et al. 2018), low C-C bond cleavage ability, and 
CO poisoning of Pt active sites due to incomplete oxidation 
(Caneppele et  al. 2017, Ashok et  al. 2018). Nevertheless, 
modification of the Pt surface with adatoms can trigger the 
production of some commercially valuable compounds 
via the incomplete oxidation routes. Kwon et  al. (2014) 
reported that GEOR could be enhanced by decorating the 
Pt/C NPs with Sb, Sn, In, Bi, and Pb. Functionalization of 
Pt/C NPs with Sb or Bi not only improves GEOR but also 
redirects the reaction toward DHA formation, with 100% 
selectivity achieved using Bi (Kwon et al. 2012, 2014). Lee 
et al. (2016) reported remarkable yield and selectivity of 
DHA using PtSb/C in acidic media, achieving 61% yield 
and 90% glycerol conversion. They suggested that the 
DHA selectivity could be enhanced by carefully increas-
ing the potential. However, there is formation of C1 and 
C2 products at higher anode potentials, which favors C-C 
cleavage. Caneppele et al. (2017) explored the effect of the 
degree of Sb coverage on the surface of Pt/C NPs in GEOR. 
They reported an exponential enhancement in catalytic 
performance up to Sb = 0.81. The Sb atoms were stable on 
the surface of Pt NPs except for potentials ≥0.70 V.
The surface structure of the Pt electrode plays a vital 
role in GEOR and its selectivity. While the surface struc-
ture of Pt(111) is selective toward primary and secondary 
alcohol, the surface structure of Pt(100) is selective only 
toward primary OH group (Garcia et al. 2016). The above 
claims stand even if the electrode is modified. The reports 
of Garcia et al. (2015) and Zalineeva et al. (2014) using Bi-
modified Pt electrodes reveal that modification of Pt(111) 
with Bi increases the concentration of glyceraldehyde 
(primary OH groups) and dihydroxyacetone (secondary 
OH groups), while modification of Pt(100) enhances the 
concentrations of glyceric acid and glyceraldehyde in 
comparison with the parent Pt(100) surface (Table 2).
Moreover, Pt can be fortified by incorporating supports 
such as SiO, CeO2−x, graphene oxide (GO), etc., which can 
ease electron transfer and enable facile transfer of target 
A B
C D
Figure 1: TEM images of (A) tetrahedral and (B) cuboctahedral 
platinum nanoparticles, as prepared (top) and after dispersion 
on a silica support (bottom). High-resolution images of the free 
(C) tetrahedral (D) and cubic nanoparticles (Li and Zaera 2015). 
Reproduced with kind permission from Elsevier (copyright license 
no. 4621250518677).
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analytes at the surface of the electrode to enhance the cata-
lytic performance, particularly product selectivity (Rezaei 
et  al. 2014). This fortification will help in reducing the 
amount of metal loading as well as enhancing their stabil-
ity, electrocatalytic activity, and utilization efficiency. For 
instance, Zhang et al. (2017b) achieved 85.9% GLA selectiv-
ity using PtCo/RGO catalyst, which is higher than that of 
Co/RGO and Pt/RGO. Zhang and Shen (2015) and He et al. 
(2016) developed a three-component hybrid catalyst com-
prising ultrafine Pt nanoparticles incorporated on graphene 
nanosheets fortified with ceria (Pt-CeO2−x/GNS). The catalyst 
exhibited remarkable performance toward the electrooxida-
tion of alcohol. Recently, Chen et al. (2019) used the catalyst 
to study GEOR. They observed that the catalyst favors the 
production of C3 products with 52% selectivity of glyceralde-
hyde (GALD) at a potential of −0.4 V. Pt-CeO2−x/GNS showed 
improved catalytic activity and durability when compared 
to Pt/GNS catalyst due to the electronic and bifunctional 
effects, which enabled the synergistic effects of the constitu-
ents. Scheme 2 shows a typical reaction mechanism for the 
selective oxidation of glycerol over a Pt-based electrocata-
lyst. Moreover, it is worth mentioning the recent contribu-
tion of Wang et al. (2018), where they fabricated amorphous 
ultra-dispersed Pt clusters supported on carbonized 
1,10-phenanthroline-modified carbon (PMC) to form AU-Pt/
PMC and Vulcan XC-72R carbon black to form AU-Pt/C for 
glycerol oxidation. The AU-Pt/PMC catalyst showed superior 
activity (5.1 times) and stability (24.3 times) when compared 
with the conventional Pt/C catalyst during the electrooxi-
dation of glycerol. The remarkable performance of AU-Pt/
PMC is traceable to the formation of its unique amorphous 
ultradispersed structure, and the superimposition of strong 
metal-support interactions and Pt clusters.
3.2   Palladium-based electrocatalysts
Pd-based electrocatalysts are plausible substitutes for Pt-
based catalysts since Pd is less expensive and at least 50 
times more abundant on earth than Pt (Lee et  al. 2016). 
Several researchers have considered Pd as a metal-base 
electrocatalyst for energy conversion and production of car-
bonyl species in fuel cell systems in alkaline solution, sug-
gesting that Pd is a better electrocatalyst (Zhang and Shen 
2013, Zalineeva et  al. 2015a). The electrochemical perfor-
mance of Pd largely depends on its structure (Jin et al. 2011). 
Moreover, the performance as well as product distribution of 
Pd electrocatalysts can be tuned by modifying with adatoms 
(p-group atoms) such as Sn, Bi, and Sb (Simões et al. 2011, 
Cai et al. 2013). Several authors have reported the remark-
able performance of adatoms as a co-catalyst in alcohol oxi-
dation reactions in both acidic and alkaline media (Awasthi 
and Singh 2012, Ramulifho et al. 2013).
Zalineeva et  al. (2013, 2014) developed a self-
supported, hierarchical, mesoporous, Bi-modified Pd 
nanocube {100} surface of nanodomains for glycerol elec-
trooxidation (Figure 2C, D). They reported that the unmod-
ified Pd nanocubes performed better than nanospheres 
toward GEOR. The enhanced performance by Bi adatoms 
is aggravated with the Pd nanocubes when compared with 
Scheme 2: Reaction pathway of the selective oxidation of glycerol over Pt-based electrocatalyst (Kwon et al. 2012).
Reproduced with kind permission from the American Chemical Society.
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Figure 2: TEM images of (A) pure Pd NPs (adopted from Hu and Wang 2015). (B) Pd nanocubes (adopted from Guima et al. 2017); (C, D) Pd 
nanocubes modified by Bi (adopted from Zalineeva et al. 2013); (E) Pd/Mo2C; and (F, G) Pd/WC-Mo2C (Zhang and Shen 2013).
Reproduced with kind permission from Elsevier (copyright license nos. 4621260132205, 4621261198350, 4621251304727).
the nanospheres. The mechanism of GEOR is influenced by 
Bi coverage and glycerol concentration, thereby favoring 
different selective reaction pathways (intermediates). CO2 
is formed at high potentials and hydroxypyruvate at mod-
erate potentials, and ketone and aldehyde are produced at 
low potentials, indicating that product distribution solely 
depends on the anode potential (Zalineeva et al. 2014). In 
the presence of Bi, there is co-adsorption of OH− with Bi, 
indicating that Bi supports OH species adsorption either 
on adjacent noble metal sites (Schmidt et al. 2000) or on its 
surface (Zalineeva et al. 2015b). Like Bi, Sn has been inves-
tigated in the preparation of self-supported hierarchical 
nanoporous Pd1Snx for GEOR. Zalineeva et al. (2015b) fab-
ricated Pd1Snx using a sacrificial support method (SSM). 
Their results revealed that modification with Sn sup-
presses the glycerol dissociative adsorption process with 
C-C bond breakage and supports the bifunctional mecha-
nism. The oxophilic nature of Sn atoms at the surface of
Pd1Snx enables the complete shifting of selectivity toward
carboxylate species production at the start of the oxida-
tion onset potential at low anode potential. The unique
catalytic performance of self-supported adatom-modified
Pd is ascribed to its morphology and structure. To further
enhance the performance of PdSn, Wang et  al. (2016)
incorporated functionalized carbon (phen-C) support
using phenanthroline. They reported that a rationally
designed PdSn alloy supported on carbon modified with
phenanthroline exhibited enhanced electroactive surface
area, durability, and poison tolerance, traceable to the 
distinct conjunct effects between phen-C and PdSn.
Several studies have revealed that Pd with metal 
oxides such as CeO2, TiO2, Mn3O4, Co3O4, and NiO elec-
trocatalysts is promising toward the electrooxidation of 
alcohols in alkaline electrolytes (Xu et al. 2008). Su et al. 
(2009) developed Pd-supported titanium dioxide (Pd/
TiO2) nanofibers and used them for GEOR in an alkaline 
solution. They reported remarkable electrocatalytic per-
formance of Pd/TiO2 over GEOR. The concentrations of 
both glycerol and KOH influence glycerol electrooxidation 
based on the current densities of the forward and back-
ward scan peak and peak potential. Simões et al. (2010) 
proposed replacing 50% of the Pd species with Ni species 
to boost the catalytic performance, thereby decreasing 
the cost of the catalyst. Zhiani et  al. (2013) fabricated 
bis(dibenzylidene acetone)-promoted Pd(0) catalyst 
(Pd (DBA)2) for GEOR in an alkaline direct glucose fuel 
cell (DGFC) and an alkaline half-cell. They reported that 
the synthesized Pd (DBA)2 exhibited a remarkable onset 
potential and specific peak current density, making it a 
promising anode catalyst for alkaline DGFC.
Pd can also be fortified with other supports such 
as nanoporous stainless steel (NPSS), carbon aerogel 
composites (Zhang and Shen 2013), carbon black, mul-
tiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCTs) (Fernández et  al. 
2012a), graphene (Kim et  al. 2011b), nanocrystalline 
metal oxides (Xu et  al. 2008), and Co(OH)2 thin films 
(Das and Das 2010). NPSS-supported Pd electrocatalyst 
could be achieved using an anodization process, which 
involves electrodeposition of Cu into the pores of NPSS 
and subsequent galvanic replacement to replace the Cu 
with Pd since noble metals cannot be directly deposited 
on NPSS (Rezaei et al. 2014). The presence of Cu and the 
porosity of NPSS enable a highly electrochemically active 
surface area (EASA), thereby improving the durability of 
the catalyst and making it suitable for GEOR. From the 
report of Zhang and Shen (2013) and Hu and Wang (2015), 
carbon aerogel composites and binary-carbide-supported 
Pd nanoparticles (Pd@WC-Mo2C/C) could be synthesized 
by polycondensing formaldehyde and resorcinol in the 
presence of sodium molybdate and sodium tungstate. 
They reported that Pd@WC-Mo2C/C exhibits better elec-
trocatalytic activity toward GEOR than Pd/C based on the 
peak current density. The peak current density of Pd@WC-
Mo2C/C is about 2 times higher than that of Pd/C. Pd@WC-
Mo2C/C also exhibits superior resistance to CO poisoning 
when compared with Pd/C. The remarkable performance 
of Pd@WC-Mo2C is traceable to the modified structure 
(three-dimensional structure) and porosity of the cata-
lysts (Figure 2E–G). Hu and Wang (2015) and Zhang and 
Shen (2013) prepared Pd NPs supported on commercial 
carbon black (Pd/CB). The sample was prepared using a 
novel route without using a surfactant and a cumbersome 
heating process. They reported that Pd/CB exhibited ultra-
high electrocatalytic performance, remarkable long-term 
stability, and fantastic electrical conductivity, making 
it suitable for GEOR. Scheme 3 shows a typical reaction 
mechanism for the selective oxidation of glycerol over Pd-
based electrocatalyst in an alkaline electrolyte.
Table 3 presents the performance parameters of 
some Pd-based catalysts during GEOR. The catalytic 
Scheme 3: GEOR mechanism on Pd surface in alkaline electrolyte (adapted from Guima et al. 2017).
Reproduced with kind permission from American Chemical Society.
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performance depends on the onset potential, anodic peak 
potential, ECSA, forward anodic peak current density, 
and the ratio of forward anodic peak current density (mA 
mg−1) to reverse anodic peak current density. Lower onset 
potential, higher ECSA, and a higher ratio of the forward 
to reverse anodic peak current density indicate higher 
catalytic activity (Li et  al. 2014). Furthermore, a higher 
ratio of forward to reverse anodic peak current density 
indicates higher catalytic activity due to lower deposition 
of intermediate carbonaceous residues such as CO and 
formic acid. This means that more intermediate carbo-
naceous matter was oxidized to CO2 on the surface of the 
Pd-based electrode (Zhang et al. 2006, Chowdhury et al. 
2016). The reverse peak indicates the creation of Pd from 
Pd-O as shown below:
– –
2Pd O H O 2e Pd 2OH− + + → +  (4)
3.3   Gold-based electrocatalysts
The prohibitive cost and scarcity of catalysts based on Pd 
and Pt NPs have called for the search for suitable alter-
natives. One of the promising alternative catalysts in this 
regard is Au NPs. Several researchers have used Au as an 
electrooxidation catalyst for borohydride, glucose, metha-
nol, and isopropanol in alkaline media (Guerra-Balcázar 
et al. 2010, Santos and Sequeira 2010, Wang et al. 2019). 
In particular, a few authors have investigated the perfor-
mance of Au in GEOR (Jeffery and Camara 2010, Kwon 
et  al. 2011a). Moreover, some authors have investigated 
Au and Pt as catalysts for GEOR in alkaline electrolytes. 
Roquet et al. (1994) and Simões et al. (2010) reported that 
Au is more efficient in promoting GEOR because, unlike 
Pt, Au is not susceptible to surface poisoning by CO; CO 
rather promotes glycerol oxidation on Au-based cata-
lysts (Zhang et al. 2016a). Furthermore, Au can adsorb an 
OH monolayer, which facilitates any oxidation reaction. 
Simões et  al. (2010) explored GEOR using Au NPs sup-
ported on carbon. The spectroscopic results were com-
pared with those observed for Pt- and Pd-based catalysts, 
and the authors observed that the hydroxypyruvate ion 
was formed only on Au NPs. Other compounds studied by 
the authors included glyceraldehyde, tartronate, glycer-
ate, mesoxalate, and 1,3-dihydroxy-2-propanone (Simões 
et al. 2010).
Jeffery and Camara (2010) explored the performance 
of polycrystalline Au in alkaline media on GEOR. By using 
in situ FTIR during a voltammetric scan, the observed 
products included CO2, hydroxypyruvate, glycerate, gly-
colate, formate, carbonate, and glyceraldehyde. They 
attributed the formation of CO2 to a sudden decline in pH 
stimulated by OH− consumption, thereby forcing some 
of the reactor content to interact with water to form CO2. 
Moreover, the Au electrode could perform better than Pt 
and Pd electrodes based on stability and activity during 
GEOR. This was confirmed by Zhang et  al. (2012a), who 
showed that the Au electrode was more stable during glyc-
erol and methanol oxidation than the Pt electrode. They 
also found that the stability and activity of the Au elec-
trode were higher than those of the Pd electrode during 
glycerol oxidation. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude 
that the pH of the working medium and the catalyst’s 
nature predominantly influence both the reaction kinet-
ics and selectivity in GEOR (Carrettin et  al. 2002). This 
effect could be elucidated by studying the electrooxida-
tion of different alcohols containing chains with three 
carbon atoms. Jin et al. (2012) explored the electrooxida-
tion of propane-1,2-diol, glycerol,1-propanol, and propane-
1,3-diol in an alkaline electrolyte under similar conditions 
on Pt and Au. Their report revealed a great difference 
based on current densities and ascribed it to the position 
and number of OH groups in the carbon chain. Never-
theless, the influence of the number and location of OH 
groups in the molecules on their reaction mechanisms and 
pathway remains unclear. Recently, De Souza et al. (2017) 
explored the influence of the number of OH groups and 
their locations in the carbon chain on their catalytic per-
formance and product distribution, considering oxidation 
of glycerol, 1-propanol, propane-1,3-diol 2-propanol, and 
propane-1,2-diol in an alkaline electrolyte. They reported 
that the reactivity of the alcohols on Au decreased in 
the following order: 2-propanol ≈ 1-propanol < propane-
1,3-diol < < propane-1,2-diol < glycerol. The product dis-
tributions of propane-1,2-diol and glycerol show high 
rates of C-C bond breakage, as proved by the formation of 
compounds containing chains with one and two carbon 
atoms. Meanwhile, only products containing chains with 
three carbon atoms are observed for the electrooxidation 
of propane-1,3-diol, 1-propanol, and 2-propanol. Based on 
their results, they suggested that the existence of vicinal 
OH groups in the alcohol molecule is an important feature 
for the breakage of the C-C bond in alkaline media, result-
ing in further oxidation of products, which subsequently 
yield more electrons per alcohol molecule and thus higher 
current densities.
High selectivity towards tartronate is also possible 
on Au-based catalysts. This is achievable by the rational 
optimization of the anode potential together with the 
membrane electrode assembly (MEA) structure, opera-
tion temperature, electrolyte pH, and flow rate of the 
fuel. By doing so, cleavage of the C-C bond to oxalate and 
glycolate and overoxidation of the secondary OH to mes-
oxalate will be minimized, while tartronate formation via 
electrooxidation of two primary OH groups of glycerol will 
be favored. Qi et al. (2014) achieved this at <0.45 V anode 
potential, yielding about 61.8% tartronate from GEOR on 
Au/C and Au/C nanocapsule anode using an anion elec-
trode membrane fuel cell (AEMFC). The partially oxidized 
products, including tartronate, glycerate, and mesoxalate, 
are comparatively stable after desorption into the bulk of 
the electrolyte. This report was further supported by using 
half-cell experimental catalysts in an AEM DGFC.
Generally, it is conceivable that Au exhibits low activ-
ity for the oxidation of organics at low pH. An in situ FTIR 
spectroelectrochemical study by Gomes and Tremiliosi-
Filho (2011) for GEOR on Au in sulfuric acid medium 
revealed that the adsorption of bisulfate and sulfate 
anions affected both the spectral analysis and reaction 
process because of their strong signal. Moreover, an elec-
trochemical analysis was also performed in neutral and 
acidic media for comparison. Their results revealed that 
glycerol exhibited much lower current densities in neutral 
and acidic media compared to alkaline media. This is 
attributable to the blockage of the surface by ClO4− anions 
and the absence of alkoxide (active species in alkaline 
electrolytes) in neutral and acidic media (De Souza et al. 
2017). The alkoxide in the form of Brønsted bases shifts 
the equilibrium of
R OH R O  H+− ↔ − − +  (5)
to the right to promote GEOR since the alkoxide is more 
active than its parent alcohol (Valter et al. 2018).
Valter et al. (2018) studied GEOR on Au in an acidic 
solution using cyclic voltammetry and density functional 
theory calculations. The experiment was carried out at a 
potential above 0.5 V vs. the reversible hydrogen electrode 
(RHE). The computational study revealed the formation of 
glyceraldehyde, 2,3-dihydroxy-2-propenal, and dihydroxy-
acetone at 0.60, 0.39, and 0.39 V vs. RHE, respectively, 
from partial oxidation of glycerol, while carbon monoxide 
was formed because of the complete oxidation at 0.50 V 
vs. RHE. They found that the experimental results agreed 
with the computational results, indicating that Au is a 
promising catalyst to produce speciality chemicals and 
hydrogen.
As mentioned earlier, CO promotes Au-based elec-
trodes rather than poisoning them. For instance, CO pro-
motes a current from 7.5 to 15.0 mA cm−2 on the Au-CeO2/C 
electrode but upon desorption of the CO, the current 
declines slowly to 7.5 mA cm−2 during GEOR in an alkaline 
solution (Zhang et  al. 2016a). This shows that Au-based 
electrodes exhibit superior stability when compared 
to E-TEK Pt/C during GEOR. Figure 3 shows the chrono-
amperometric curves for GEOR on Au-based and E-TEK 
Pt/C electrodes in 1.0 mol l−1 KOH electrolyte.
Therefore, Au is a promising electrocatalyst for GEOR, 
displaying orders of magnitude higher performance rela-
tive to Pt, due to the higher anodic potential of Au oxida-
tion (Cortright et al. 2011, Kwon et al. 2011a). Meanwhile, 
the activity of Au in acidic solutions is weak because of 
the lack of proton acceptors OH− in the solution as well 
as surface-bonded hydroxo adsorbates (*OH) (Kwon et al. 
2011a,b). Moreover, the performance of Au-based cata-
lyst can be enhanced by modifying it with metal oxides 
without significant change in the Au crystal structure 
(Figure 4) (Han et al. 2018). A notable performance of Au-
based catalyst was reported by Xin et  al. (2012) during 
glycerol oxidation. The catalyst enabled more profound 
glycerol oxidation, which favored complete oxidation to 
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Figure 3: (A) CVs and (B) chronoamperometric curves for GEOR 
on Au-based and E-TEK Pt/C electrodes in 1.0 mol l−1 KOH medium 
comprising 1.0 mol l−1 glycerol at 298 K and −0.3 V (Zhang et al. 
2016a).
Reproduced with kind permission from Elsevier (copyright license 
no. 4621230934217).
C3 mesoxalic acid, rather than C-C cleavage, under a small 
range of potentials (0.4–0.7 V vs. SHE). Fortunately, the 
potential is within the working voltage range of the fuel 
cells. Scheme 4 shows the reaction mechanism of glycerol 
on the catalyst in a liquid-diffusion-electrode (LDE) anion-
exchange-membrane (AEM)-based electrolysis cell and 
fuel cell. Table 4 presents the performance parameters of 
some Au-based electrodes during GEOR.
A B
C
Figure 4: (A) XRD patterns of Au/C and ALD(TiO2)-Au/C. (B) TEM image of Au/C and (C) ALD(TiO2)-Au/C. 
Inset: Histograms of particle size distribution (Han et al. 2018). Reproduced with kind permission from Elsevier (copyright license no. 
4621240229663).
Scheme 4: GEOR mechanism on some Au-based electrodes in a liquid-diffusion-electrode (LDE)–anion-exchange-membrane (AEM)-based 
electrolysis cell and fuel cell (green arrows represent the dominant pathways in a fuel cell) (Xin et al. 2012).
Reproduced with kind permission from John Wiley and Sons (copyright license no. 4663451468002).
At high potential, Zhang et  al. (2012e) proposed 
Scheme 5 using Au/CNT catalyst. Following this pathway, 
the selectivity of glycolate increases with increasing 
applied potential. About 85% selectivity of glycolate 
was achieved at 1.6 V, while 41% was achieved at 1.0 V. 
However, the selectivity of tartronate, oxalate, glycerate, 
and glycolate decreased with increasing applied potential.
3.4   Silver-based electrocatalysts
Monometallic catalysts such as Ag are suitable alternatives to 
noble metals like Au, Pd, and Pt for GEOR to produce value-
added compounds. Compounds such as glycolic acid, glyc-
eric acid, and formic acid have been produced using bulk Ag 
electrode electrooxidation of glycerol in an alkaline solution 
(Suzuki et al. 2016). Glycerol oxidation with Ag-based catalyst 
was reported for the first time in 1997 by Avramov-Ivić et al. 
(1997). They reported that Ag-based catalysts exhibit superior 
oxidation currents in a glycerol-containing electrolyte to those 
of ethylene glycol and methanol under similar conditions. The 
oxidation current declined with the increase in the scan rate, 
though no study on the charge of the process was performed. 
However, a recent study by Gomes et  al. (2014b), using Ag 
nanoparticles as the electrocatalyst, found that the scan rate 
had no significant effect on the oxidation current during GEOR. 
Recently, Suzuki et al. (2016) studied the effect of glycerol con-
centration and electrolyte pH on GEOR kinetics. They found 
that increasing the concentration OH− boosted the oxidation 
current. A maximum of 2.3 mA cm−2 current density in an elec-
trolyte containing 1 m NaOH and 1 m glycerol gave the main 
products as formic acid, glyceric acid, and glycolic acid.
The product selectivity and distribution depend sig-
nificantly on the amount of surface Ag rather than catalyst 
porosity and morphology (Thia et al. 2017). Thia et al. (2017) 
fabricated a series of Ag-containing porous Au structures 
by varying the operating parameters (etching time and 
subsequent annealing temperature) and applied them for 
the electrooxidation of glycerol. The dominant products 
observed were glycolate and formate for all the Ag-based 
samples despite the apparent difference in their morphol-
ogy (Figure 5). Although Ag has been used as a co-catalyst 
with Au, Pd, and Pt, further studies are required to ascer-
tain the suitability of Ag-based electrocatalysts for GEOR.
3.5   Nickel-based electrocatalysts
Nickel is a non-noble metal usually used as electrocatalyst 
in systems such as alcohol oxidation reactions in alkaline 
media (Zhang et al. 2013b, Oliveira et al. 2014, 2015), fuel Ta
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cells (Faro et al. 2011), sensors (Tehrani and Ab Ghani 2012), 
alkaline batteries (Freitas 2001), and supercapacitors (Nam 
et  al. 2002). The performance, efficiency, and catalytic 
activity of Ni are strongly influenced by the complexity of 
the Ni oxidation state surface chemistry in an alkaline elec-
trolyte (Alsabet et al. 2015). However, several reports have 
shown that Ni exhibits remarkable electrocatalytic perfor-
mance, durability in alkaline solutions, and anti-poison 
ability (Oliveira et  al. 2013, 2014), making it a promising 
candidate for GEOR. Various Ni-based bimetallic Ni-M/C 
(M=Pt, Pd, Fe, Co) nanoparticles have also been employed 
as electrocatalysts (Caliman et al. 2013, Oliveira et al. 2013, 
2014). Notably, the Pt2Ni/C catalyst exhibited a remarkable 
increase in reaction rate traceable to modification of its 
geometric and electronic structure when compared with 
the Pt/C catalyst. Pt2Ni/C shows superior catalytic perfor-
mance in GEOR as revealed by a higher current density at a 
lower onset potential (Lee et al. 2012). Incorporation of Ni 
as a co-catalyst can considerably reduce the amount of Pt 
without penalizing the activity.
Specialty chemicals such as glycolate, glycerate, tartro-
nate, formate, and oxalate have been produced successfully 
from Ni-based catalysts like PdxNi1−x/C, NiCoFe/C, NiCo/C, 
and Ni/C in alkaline media (Holade et  al. 2013b, Oliveira 
et al. 2013, 2014). Holade et al. (2013b) proposed a pathway 
for glycerol oxidation on PdAg and PdNi in alkaline media 
(Scheme 5), which starts with the formation of glyceralde-
hyde and oxidation of the same to the glycerate ion. This is 
followed by the formation of three intermediates, namely 
glycolate, tartronate, and formate ions, depending on the 
applied potential and the nature of surface-active sites. The 
complexity of the reaction scheme suggests that it is critical 
to have a good knowledge of the nature of the Ni surface 
active sites and their influence on product distribution in 
GEOR for the effective design of Ni-based electrocatalysts 
with enhanced performance. Scheme 6 shows a typical 
reaction mechanism for the selective oxidation of glycerol 
over a Ni-based electrocatalyst in an alkaline electrolyte.
Recently, Houache et  al. (2018) investigated GEOR 
on treated and untreated Ni surfaces. The treatment was 
done by electrochemical sinusoidal-wave pretreatment in 
an ascorbic acid solution, following the study of Baranova 
et al. (2013). The pretreatment was tailored toward improv-
ing the suitability for the hydrogen evolution reaction 
(HER), which is promoted by surface Ni(OH)x (0 < x ≤ 2) 
formation. Morrison et al. (2016) and Houache et al. (2018) 
reported that before the treatment, the Ni surface com-
prises Ni metal as well as Ni(OH)2, NiOOH, and NiO. After 
pretreatment, the metallic surface decreased significantly; 
about 97% of the surface was Ni(OH)x, comprising Ni3+ and 
Ni2+. The pretreatment helps to boost the current density for 
GEOR significantly (over 9 times), as observed from steady-
state chronoamperometry (CA) experiments. Similar 
product selectivity was observed for both untreated and 
treated Ni surfaces since they exhibited comparable spec-
tral features. The effect of modification of the Ni surface was 
illustrated by Han et al. (2017) in Figure 6, where Ni/C was 
modified by TiO2 via the atomic layer deposition method. 
The deposition of Ti and O were observed to be even on 
the Ni/C surface, showing a significant alteration on the 
surface structure, although the crystalline face-centered 
cubic (fcc) phase of Ni was retained in both ALD(TiO2)-Ni/C 
and Ni/C (Figure 6C). Furthermore, modification with TiO2 
leads to enhanced formation of Ni(OH)2 species, which are 
Scheme 5: Proposed reaction pathway for the electrooxidation of glycerol on Au/CNT catalyst at high potentials (Zhang et al. 2012e).
Reproduced with kind permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry (copyright license no. 4663470224471).
active sites of the resulting ALD(TiO2)-Ni/C. The enhanced 
active sites make ALD(TiO2)-Ni/C exhibit superior elec-
trocatalytic performance and durability in comparison to 
Ni/C for glycerol electrooxidation.
3.6   Multimetallic catalysts
3.6.1   Bimetallic
Although Pt-, Pd-, and Au-based materials are popular 
anode catalysts for the electrooxidation of small organic 
molecules, using them as monometals is faced with 
various drawbacks (Table 5). These drawbacks neces-
sitate the consideration for the alloying of these metals 
by rationally designing a single material from two or 
three of them (Benipal et  al. 2018). The alloying could 
help enhance the electronic structure of the catalyst and 
suppress the poisoning of active sites induced by car-
bonaceous compounds (Rostami et  al. 2017). Bimetallic 
catalysts possess a unique microstructure (as revealed in 
Figure 7), exhibiting higher forward peak current densi-
ties and better facilitation of C-C bond cleavage due to the 
synergistic effects of their constituents, relative to their 
monometal counterparts (Zhou and Shen 2018).
Several authors have reported the remarkable activ-
ity of bimetallic electrocatalysts for GEOR. Kim et  al. 
(2014) found that PtAg nanotubes exhibit enhanced per-
formance as anode catalysts for GEOR when compared 
with conventional Pt/C and Pt nanotubes. The enhanced 
performance was evident in poisoning suppression, 
lower onset potential, and the peak current density. The 
synergistic incorporation of different metallic species 
creates a better microstructure which facilitates the cleav-
age of the C-C bond, thereby improving the oxidation of 
CO and other carbonaceous compounds in the reactor 
(Kim et  al. 2011a). Modifying Pt/C with Bi could mini-
mize the oxidation onset potential relative to that of Pt/C 
catalyst. Also, substituting half of the Pt atoms with Pd 
atoms could achieve catalytic activity similar to that with 
PtBi/C without altering the reaction pathway (Scheme 7) 
(Simões et al. 2011). Silva et al. (2016) developed a core-
shell hybrid Pt and Pb carbide (Pbx@Pty/C) by successive 
reduction methods without the help of surfactants. The 
combined surface structure exhibited a unique electronic 
effect and durability, which demonstrated remarkable 
activity during GEOR.
Pt has also been used as a co-catalyst with rhodium 
(Rh) because Rh, being oxophilic, promotes the cleav-
age of the C-C bond and produces OHads at a lower anode 
potential, thereby facilitating oxidative desorption of car-
bonaceous intermediate species (Erini et al. 2014, Zanata 
et  al. 2016). Zanata et  al. (2016) studied the electrocata-
lytic activity and stability of Rh-decorated PtIrOx/C during 
GEOR. While the presence of Rh promotes C-C cleavage, Ir 
helps to intensify the electronic effect and prevent agglom-
eration, thereby improving the activity and stability. The 
reports of Wesselmark et al. (2013) and Reier et al. (2012) 
also corroborate the impact of Ir as a stability promoter.
Furthermore, oxides such as NiOx and MnOx could 
intensify the electronic effect of noble metal-based elec-
trocatalysts because of their potential in regulating the 
electron extraction/injection properties of the electrodes  
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Figure 5: FESEM images of the resulting Ag-based catalysts after 
15 min etching and (A) no annealing, and successive annealing at 
(B) 100°C, (C) 300°C, and (D) 600°C. (E) Electrooxidation of glycerol 
in alkaline solution using the Ag-based catalysts (Thia et al. 2017). 
Reproduced with kind permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.
Scheme 6: Proposed reaction pathway for GEOR on Ni-based nanocatalyst in alkaline solution. 
The dotted arrows denote that the product was not clearly obtained by HPLC (Holade et al. 2013b). Reproduced with kind permission from 
the American Chemical Society.
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Figure 6: (A) TEM and (B) HRTEM images of ALD(TiO2)-Ni/C. (D) XRD patterns of Ni/C and ALD(TiO2)-Ni/C (Han et al. 2017). 
Reproduced with kind permission from Elsevier (copyright license no. 4621230294510).
(Greiner et  al. 2012). The incorporation of these oxides 
helps in lowering the affinity of noble metals such as Pt to 
generate surface PtOx species, making the carbonaceous 
intermediate species formed to be less strongly adsorbed 
on Pt. The oxides can be a source of oxygenated species 
needed for GEOR to ensure optimal catalytic surface 
(Garcia et al. 2017).
Furthermore, bimetallic catalysts such as PdNi, PdPb, 
or PdAg nanoparticles are suitable catalysts for the elec-
trooxidation of alcohols (Singh and Singh 2009, Simões 
et al. 2010, Xu et al. 2018). While Pd only facilitates alcohol 
deprotonation in alkaline media with low C-C cleavage 
ability, the incorporation of Ag to Pd promotes glycerol 
oxidation by facilitating C-C bond cleavage of C3 species to 
C2 and oxidation of the intermediate species (Wang et al. 
2010, Ferreira et  al. 2013, Benipal et  al. 2017). When Ag 
is added to Pd, the d-band center is altered by the larger 
lattice parameter of Ag (a = 4.09 Å) (Holade et al. 2013a). 
Incorporation of Ni offers a similar beneficial effect to Pd 
during the ethanol oxidation reaction (Shen et al. 2010). 
This is because Ni species are oxophilic like Rh, which can 
generate OHads at a lesser potential, thereby facilitating the 
oxidative removal of carbonaceous intermediate species 
to improve both the stability and activity of Pd catalysts 
(Holade et al. 2013a). Holade et al. (2013a) confirmed the 
activity and stability of PdAg/C and PdNi/C nanocatalysts 
during GEOR. They found both catalysts exhibiting supe-
rior kinetics in comparison with Pd/C. PdAg has also been 
successfully supported on CNTs, and proven to be more 
effective than Pd during glycerol oxidation (Qi et al. 2016, 
Benipal et al. 2017). The presence of Ag favors C-C bond 
cleavage and more profound oxidation, thus promoting 
the selectivity of C2 species such as glycolate and oxalate.
Alloying Au with Pd can enhance the catalytic activ-
ity of a Pd-based catalyst during GEOR by improving 
OH− adsorption on the catalyst surface in an alkaline 
electrolyte, which reduces the onset potential (Mougenot 
et al. 2011). The electronic interactions of Au with Pd could 
minimize the binding energy of adsorbed carbonaceous 
intermediate products on the active sites of Pd, thereby 
suppressing poisoning and boosting the catalytic activ-
ity (Xu et al. 2017). Xu et al. (2017) developed an N-doped, 
graphene-supported PdAu alloy (PdAu-NF/NG) using a 
facile ultrasonic-assisted technique. Their report revealed 
that the as-prepared catalyst exhibited an unusual mass 
Table 5: Merits and demerits of some monometal-based electrocatalysts.
Catalyst Merit Demerit References
Pt-based Active under basic and acidic conditions Expensive. Slower in acidic solutions 
than in basic solutions due to the 
slow kinetics. Prone to poisoning by 
carbonaceous intermediate species
Dodekatos et al. (2018), Xu 
and Zhang (2014)
Pd-based   Active under basic acidic conditions. Less 
expensive, more abundant, and better tolerant to 
poisoning than Pt
Need to improve the poison tolerance 
and durability
Dodekatos et al. (2018), Hu 
and Wang (2015), Zalineeva 
et al. (2015a), Zhang and 
Shen (2013)
Au-based   Enhanced resistances to oxygen and poisoning 
carbonaceous intermediate species. Less 
expensive compared to Pt and Pd. Promotes C-C 
cleavage to produce C2 and C1 compounds
Only active under basic aqueous 
conditions
Dodekatos et al. (2018), 
Zhang et al. (2016a)
Ag-based   Less expensive when compared to Pt and Pd. 
Promotes C-C cleavage to produce C2 and C1 
compounds. Suitable promoter for Pt, Pd, and Au
Weak performance. Oxidation 
reaction is blocked at potentials 
>1.125 V, irrespective of glycerol 
concentration in the solution
Suzuki et al. (2016), Thia 
et al. (2017)
Ni-based Remarkable catalytic activity comparable to Pt, 
Pd, and Au. Cheap, durable in alkaline solutions 
and able to resist poisoning
Only active under basic aqueous 
conditions
Ashok et al. (2019), Hajar 
et al. (2017)
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Figure 7: TEM images of (A) Pd NCs and (B) Pt@Pd NPs (Zhou and 
Shen 2018).
Reproduced with kind permission from Elsevier (copyright license 
no. 4621260644141).
activity of 8.7 A mg−1 for glycerol oxidation. This is about 
12.25 times greater than that of the conventional Pd/C cat-
alyst (0.71 A mg−1).
For industries that require formic acid as a raw mate-
rial in processes like food additives, grass silage, textile 
dyeing and finishing, anti-icing, leather tanning, drilling 
fluids, and natural rubber, AuAg alloy is promising (Thia 
et  al. 2017). Typically, the use of a Ag (polycrystalline) 
monometallic catalyst for GEOR in alkaline media favors 
the formation of formate, glycerate, and glycolate, but at 
high potentials [above 1.13 V(vs. RHE)], adsorption of OH− 
and glycerol becomes impossible due to the formation of 
surface Ag2O (Garcia et al. 2014, Gomes et al. 2014a). It is 
important to note that Au/C is highly active for glycerol 
electrooxidation, while Ag/C is a very poor catalyst for the 
reaction (Gomes et al. 2014a).
The rational design of a suitable catalyst demands 
that the catalyst possesses Au-rich surfaces. This will 
enable high selectivity toward formic acid without jeop-
ardizing the electrochemical activity (Garcia et al. 2014). 
Garcia et al. (2014) fabricated Ag-based catalysts covered 
with Au surfaces for glycerol oxidation. The produced cat-
alysts exhibited a porous Au-rich structure with residual 
Ag inside its pores. They reported that the as-prepared 
catalyst displayed both remarkable catalytic activity and 
high selectivity towards formate. Table 6 presents the per-
formance parameters of some different bimetallic elec-
trodes during GEOR.
3.6.2   Trimetallic catalysts
A trimetallic catalyst with a rationally designed com-
position and framework can offer new perceptions on 
the catalytic activity, selectivity, and durability of noble 
metal-based materials, which are not often reported rela-
tive to noble metal-based mono and bimetallic materials. 
The reports of Rostami et al. (2017) and Zhou et al. (2018) 
revealed that rationally designed trimetallic catalysts 
(by optimizing the composition) could exhibit superior 
performance to bimetallic and monometallic catalysts. 
Because of the synergistic effect of the constituents, well-
designed ternary catalysts possess low onset potentials 
and high current densities, thereby facilitating com-
plete oxidation of poisonous carbonaceous species (Kim 
et  al. 2011a). Techniques such as sol-gel, seed-mediated 
growth, galvanic replacement, and thermal decomposi-
tion have been studied toward developing Pt-based tri-
metallic NCs in pioneering researches (Liu et  al. 2014, 
Huan et al. 2015). For instance, Rezaei et al. (2016) ration-
ally fabricated a Cu-deposited nanoporous stainless steel 
catalyst covered with Pt and Pd (Pt-Pd/Cu/NPSS) for the 
electrooxidation of glycerol in alkaline media. Cyclic vol-
tammetry studies revealed that at the lower onset poten-
tial of −0.54 V, Pt-Pd/Cu/NPSS displayed higher resistance 
to poisoning by carbonaceous intermediate species and 
higher current density by a factor of 4.2 when compared 
with Pd/Cu/NPSS, Pt/Cu/NPSS, and pure Pt catalysts. 
Scheme 7: Reaction mechanism proposed for the electrooxidation of glycerol on Pd0.9Bi0.1/C, Pt0.9Bi0.1/C, and Pd0.45Pt0.45Bi0.1/C catalysts 
(Simões et al. 2011).
Reproduced with kind permission from Elsevier (copyright license no. 4663480509132).
Rostami  et  al.  (2015) developed a trimetallic electro-
catalyst by the electrodeposition of a Pd-Co alloy on Au 
surface for GEOR in an alkaline medium. The as-prepared 
Pd-Co(III)/Au exhibited remarkably superior current 
density at a lesser onset potential and better tolerance to 
poisoning when compared with Pd/Au. The presence of 
Co promoted the tolerance to poisoning. Fashedemi et al. 
(2015) fabricated a Pd-based ternary core-shell (FeCo@
Fe@Pd) nanocatalyst supported by MWCNTs functional-
ized with carboxylic and sulfonic acids via microwave-
induced top-down nanostructuring and decoration. The 
synergistic effect of the metals culminated in remarkable 
catalytic performance in the electrocatalytic oxidation of 
glycerol. The catalytic performance was further improved 
by functionalization, which had a noteworthy impact 
on the physicochemical properties of the FeCo@Fe@Pd 
nanocatalyst.
Moreover, modification of the electrocatalysts with 
Au substrate has been found to result in superior catalytic 
activity when compared with a carbon substrate (Venancio 
et al. 2002). This reveals that Pt and Au exhibit a remark-
able synergistic effect. In a recent study, Zhou et al. (2019) 
confirmed the beneficial impact of a Au substrate on Pt-
based trimetallic catalysts using Ag nanoparticles as sac-
rificial seeds. The as-prepared PtxAuy@Ag nanoparticles 
exhibited better catalytic activity than the Pt/C catalyst 
during GEOR in both acidic and alkali media. The current 
density of PtxAuy@Ag could be up to 2.6 times higher than 
Table 6: Performance of the different bimetallic catalysts for glycerol electrooxidation.
Catalyst Electrolyte (m 
KOH + m GLY)
Eonset (V vs. RHE) Ip (A mg−1) EASA 
(cm2 mg−1)
  References
PtAg/C 1.0 + 1.0 0.176 2.25 Garcia et al. (2014)
PtAg/MnOx/C 1.0 + 1.0 0.184 3.04 Garcia et al. (2014)
Rh/Pt95(IrOx)/C 0.1 (HClO4) + 0.2   0.47 0.0077 –  Zanata et al. (2016)
Pbx@Pty/C core-shell 0.5 (H2SO4) + 0.5  0.52 4.36 mA cm−2   1600  Silva et al. (2016)
Pb@Pt2/C 0.5 (H2SO4) + 0.5  0.43 3.76 mA cm−2   1440  Silva et al. (2016)
Pb2@Pt/C 0.5 (H2SO4) + 0.5  0.52 2.62 mA cm−2   1832  Silva et al. (2016)
Pb@Pt3/C 0.5 (H2SO4) + 0.5  <0.36 5.08 mA cm−2   2673  Silva et al. (2016)
Pd60Ag40/C 0.1 (NaOH) + 0.1   0.5 0.252 310  Holade et al. (2013a)
Pd60Ni40/C 0.1 (NaOH) + 0.1   0.5 0.148 –  Holade et al. (2013a)
Pd5Ru-PEDOT/C 1.0 NaOH + 0.1 −0.438 (vs. SCE) 4.3 mA cm−2 –  Dash and Munichandraiah (2015)
FeCo@Fe@Pd/MWCNT-COOH   1.0 + 0.5 −0.57 (vs. Ag/AgCl)   17.8 mA cm−2 746.3  Fashedemi et al. (2015)
PdAg/CNT 1.0 + 0.1 −0.39 (vs. MMO) 43.9 mA cm−2   Benipal et al. (2017)
PdAg3/CNT 1.0 + 0.1 −0.44 (vs. MMO) 35.4 mA cm−2   Benipal et al. (2017)
Pd/Cu/NPSS 1.0 + 5 wt% −0.35 23.8 mA cm−2   173.4  Rezaei et al. (2014)
Pd-Au/NPSS 1.0 + 5 wt% −0.33(vs. SHE) 134 mA cm−2 62.5  Rezaei et al. (2016)
Co-sputtered Pd0.7Au0.3 1.0 (NaOH) + 0.1   0.1 25.8 mA cm−2   226  Mougenot et al. (2011)
PdAu-NF/NG 1.0 + 1.0 –/SCE 8.7 1365.2  Xu et al. (2017)
Ag/Pd 1.0 + 0.5 −0.25 (vs. Hg/HgO)   52.1 mA cm−2 –  Inoue et al. (2018)
PdAg/CNT 1.0 + 0.1 0.5 8.53 – Qi et al. (2016)
PdAg3/CNT 1.0 + 0.1 0.5 6.91 –  Qi et al. (2016)
Pd50Ag50/C 0.1 (NaOH) + 0.1   0.50 0.263 –  Holade et al. (2013a)
Pd50Ni50/C 0.1 (NaOH) + 0.1   0.45 0.190 –  Holade et al. (2013a)
PdRh 0.1 + 0.1 – 1.16 mA cm−2   –  Holade et al. (2013a)
Pd55Pt30 NNWs 1.0 + 0.1 – 0.046 A cm−2 222  Brouzgou et al. (2014)
Pt0.9Bi0.1/C 1.0 (NaOH) + 0.1   0.2 31.6 mA cm−2   –  Simões et al. (2011)
Pd0.45Pt0.45Bi0.1/C 1.0 (NaOH) + 0.1   0.2 38.5 mA cm−2   –  Simões et al. (2011)
Pd90Ag10/C 0.1 (NaOH) + 0.1   0.54 0.138 470  Holade et al. (2013a)
Pd80Ag20/C 0.1 (NaOH) + 0.1   0.54 0.136 160  Holade et al. (2013a)
Pd70Ag30/C 0.1 (NaOH) + 0.1   0.56 0.185 340  Holade et al. (2013a)
Pd60Ag40/C 0.1 (NaOH) + 0.1   0.5 0.253 720  Holade et al. (2013a)
Pd50Ag50/C 0.1 (NaOH) + 0.1   0.5 0.263 720  Holade et al. (2013a)
Pd90Ni10/C 0.1 (NaOH) + 0.1   0.52 0.149 –  Holade et al. (2013a)
Pd80Ni20/C 0.1 (NaOH) + 0.1   0.52 0.177 –  Holade et al. (2013a)
Pd70Ni30/C 0.1 (NaOH) + 0.1   0.52 0.175 –  Holade et al. (2013a)
Pd60Ni40/C 0.1 (NaOH) + 0.1   0.45 0.148 –  Holade et al. (2013a)
Pd50Ni50/C 0.1 (NaOH) + 0.1   0.46 0.19 –  Holade et al. (2013a)
that of Pt/C in acidic media and 4.7 times higher in alka-
line media. Furthermore, PtxAuy@Ag exhibited excellent 
selectivity toward C3 compounds due to the synergistic 
impact of Au/Ag and Pt atoms as well as the dominant 
Pt(111) surfaces in PtxAuy@Ag. Table 7 presents the perfor-
mance parameters of some trimetallic electrodes during 
GEOR.
4   Untapped possible catalyst 
formulations
4.1   Heteroatom-doped metal-free 
electrocatalysts
Heteroatom-doped metal-free materials have become 
prominent electrocatalysts in fuel cell systems. In the past 
decades, N-doped carbon-based electrocatalysts have 
been successfully used for oxygen reduction reaction 
(ORR), yielding promising material design  (Bayatsarmadi 
et al. 2015, Liu et al. 2016). Heteroatom doping on carbon 
material induces variation in spin densities and elec-
tronic charge densities in a carbon matrix, which disturbs 
the electroneutrality, thereby creating many catalyti-
cally active sites suitable for ORR (Yang et al. 2015, Hoyt 
et al. 2016). Literature shows that the same catalyst used 
for ORR can also be used for the oxygen evolution reac-
tion (OER) (Yue et al. 2017, Mamtani et al. 2018). Several 
authors have reported N-doped carbon nanostructures 
(CNx) as a promising bifunctionality for OER and ORR 
similar to the conventional Pt/C-fabricated N-doped CNTs 
(CNNTs) with varying pore size distribution (Zhao et  al. 
2013, Mamtani and Ozkan 2015, Yadav et  al. 2015, Song 
et al. 2016). They reported that CNNT is a viable bifunc-
tional electrocatalyst for both ORR and OER. Increase in 
the CNNT pore diameter improves the catalytic activity 
by enhancing the conductivity and reducing the oxygen 
adsorption energy, thereby facilitating the reactions by 
boosting the N-induced active sites in CNNT. Zhao et al. 
(2013) found that N-doped carbon material exhibits 
10 mA cm−2 current density at 0.38 V overpotential and is 
efficient for OER.
Several researchers have studied boron (B)-doped 
carbon, and reported the synergetic effect exhibited by B 
and N co-doped carbon for ORR due to the contrary elec-
tronic properties of B and N. Using both theoretical and 
experimental approaches, scholars have studied metal-
free materials such as carbon doped with a halogen like 
fluorine (F), iodine (I), bromine (Br), or chlorine (Cl) (Yang 
et al. 2011b, Yao et al. 2012, Sun et al. 2013a), sulfur (S), 
silicon (Si), phosphorus (P) (Yang et al. 2011b, Yao et al. 
2012, Yu et al. 2012), and their mixtures (Liang et al. 2012, 
Yu et al. 2012, Zhang et al. 2014). According to quantum 
chemical computations, the variance in electronegativ-
ity between the heteroatom dopants (S = 2.58, N = 3.04, 
P = 2.19, B = 2.04, I = 2.66, Br = 2.96, and Cl = 3.16) and C 
atom (2.55) (Sun et  al. 2013b) in the framework of cova-
lently doped graphitic carbon is capable of polarizing 
adjacent C atoms to generate net negatively/positively 
charged centers that can enable electron transfer (Gong 
Table 7: Performance of the different trimetallic catalysts for glycerol electrooxidation.
Catalyst Electrolyte (m KOH + m GLY) Eonset (V vs. RHE) Ip (A mg − 1) EASA (cm2 mg − 1) References
Pt-Pd/Cu/NPSS 1.0 + 5.0 wt% −0.54 V 59.96 223.5 Rezaei et al. (2016)
Pd-Co(1)/Au 1.0 + 1.0 −0.37 115.2 mA cm−2 Rostami et al. (2015)
Pd-Co(2)/Au 1.0 + 1.0 −0.43 133.1 mA cm−2 Rostami et al. (2015)
Pd-Co(3)/Au 1.0 + 1.0 −0.43 183.3 mA cm−2 Rostami et al. (2015)
Pd-Co(4)/Au 1.0 + 1.0 −0.41 102.7 mA cm−2 Rostami et al. (2015)
Pt2Au8@Ag 1.0 (HClO4) + 1.0 0.0252 mA cm−2 Zhou et al. (2019)
Pt3Au7@Ag 1.0 (HClO4) + 1.0 0.59 0.0368 mA cm−2 Zhou et al. (2019)
Pt4Au6@Ag 1.0 (HClO4) + 1.0 0.437 0.154 mA cm−2 Zhou et al. (2019)
Pt5Au5@Ag 1.0 (HClO4) + 1.0 0.39 0.267 mA cm−2 Zhou et al. (2019)
Pt6Au4@Ag 1.0 (HClO4) + 1.0 0.393 0.251 mA cm−2 Zhou et al. (2019)
Pt7Au3@Ag 1.0 (HClO4) + 1.0 0.37 0.267 mA cm−2 Zhou et al. (2019)
Pt2Au8@Ag 0.1 + 1.0 0.481 1.48 Zhou et al. (2019)
Pt3Au7@Ag 0.1 + 1.0 0.481 2.34 Zhou et al. (2019)
Pt4Au6@Ag 0.1 + 1.0 0.488 2.50 Zhou et al. (2019)
Pt5Au5@Ag 0.1 + 1.0 0.481 1.55 Zhou et al. (2019)
Pt6Au4@Ag 0.1 + 1.0 0.567 1.50 Zhou et al. (2019)
Pt7Au3@Ag 0.1 + 1.0 0.531 0.672 Zhou et al. (2019)
et al. 2009). For instance, it is on record that C doping with 
F or both N and F can alter its electronic structure to gener-
ate highly efficient active sites for ORR (Liang et al. 2012). 
Furthermore, first-principles computations revealed that 
Si-doping could tune the electronic structure of carbon 
materials to enhance their catalytic activity (Zhang and 
Dai 2012).
Gong et  al. (2009) found that the catalytic activity 
and durability of vertically aligned N-doped CNT arrays 
(VA-NCNTs) in an alkaline electrolyte exceeded those of 
the conventional Pt/C for ORR. Based on first-principles 
computations, N with high electron affinity in the frame-
work of carbon materials can stimulate a positive charge 
density on adjacent C atoms, thereby weakening the O-O 
bond and facilitating oxygen adsorption (Chen et al. 2009). 
Despite the smaller electronegativity of B compared to N, 
several researchers have used it to dope quite a number of 
carbon materials such as diamond, graphene sheets, and 
CNT, and the resulting catalysts have proven efficient for 
ORR (Yang et al. 2011a, Sheng et al. 2012, He et al. 2014).
S-doped carbon material is also reported as a suitable
electrocatalyst for ORR based on catalytic activity and sta-
bility, but it is not as good as N-doped material. Chen et al. 
(2014), Yang et al. (2011c, 2012) demonstrated this using 
S-doped graphene for ORR in alkaline media. S-doping
helps to boost the spin density of graphene and influence
the electron transfer. Similar to S and B, P-doped carbon
materials like mesoporous carbon (Yang et al. 2012), nano-
spheres (Liu et al. 2012), nanotubes (Liu et al. 2011), and
graphene (Zhang et al. 2013a) have been reported for ORR. 
Some theoretical computations revealed that P-doping on
graphene influences its bandgap, with a more noticeable
result than obtained with S-doping (Denis 2010, 2013).
Incorporation of P on carbon materials improves their
electron transfer properties, thereby enhancing the cata-
lytic activity for ORR (Strelko et al. 2000).
Recently, Yao et al. (2012) investigated halogen-doped 
carbon materials as catalysts for ORR. I-doped graphene 
was rationally prepared by a facile thermal annealing 
technique. Doping with I3− favored a higher positive charge 
density on the surface of graphene, thereby promoting the 
reaction by reducing oxygen to OH−. Rationally designed 
I-doped carbon species could offer a higher catalytic activ-
ity than conventional Pt/C during ORR (Yao et  al. 2012).
Jeon et  al. (2013) comparatively studied three different
halogen (I, Br, and Cl)-doped graphene nanoplates during 
ORR. They reported that halogen-doped graphene nano-
plates are promising electrocatalysts for ORR. I2-doped
substrate exhibited the highest catalytic activity, while the 
Cl2-doped one exhibited the least, which is contrary to the
doping-influenced charge transfer mechanism since the
halogen electronegativities follow I (2.66) < Br (2.96) < Cl 
(3.16) (Liu et al. 2015). The superior performance of I and 
Br could be due to them possessing a larger atomic size 
than Cl, making the valence electrons of I and Br less 
tightly bound and simpler to loosen than those of Cl, 
thereby enabling charge polarization in the I-doped and 
Br-doped electrodes (Jeon et al. 2013).
Co-doping multiple heteroatoms with higher elec-
tronegativity difference induces defects that engender 
high spin densities and maximum charge redistribution, 
thereby producing many active sites that synergistically 
facilitate ORR activity (Li et  al. 2017, Liu et  al. 2018a, 
Zhan et al. 2018). Since there is a reverse electronegativ-
ity between N and B when compared with carbon, which 
could effectively detract the electroneutrality in the carbon 
matrix (Zhang et al. 2016b, 2017a,b), incorporating N and 
B into the C matrix can synergistically tune the electronic 
structure to favor ORR (Zhang et al. 2014). Co-doping of a 
heteroatom was first demonstrated by Ernst et al. (2011) 
and Ozaki (2006) and subsequently by Wang et al. (2011) 
and Zhang et  al. (2014). For instance, vertically aligned 
CNTs (VACNTs) co-doped with N and B (VA-BCN) (Wang 
et al. 2011, Zhang et al. 2014) demonstrated the synergetic 
impacts of N- and B co-doping (VA-BCN), which exhib-
ited superior ORR performance than the single-doped 
VA-BCNT and VA-NCNT, as well as Pt/C (Figure 8).
Several studies have reported the suitability of N and 
F co-doped mesoporous carbon, showing that the perfor-
mance of the metal-free electrocatalyst is similar to that of 
the conventional Pt/C, with CH3OH and CO tolerance and 
stability in alkaline solutions. Akula and Sahu (2019) fab-
ricated mesoporous carbon simultaneously doped with N 
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Figure 8: LSV curves of some electrodes in oxygen-saturated 0.1 
m KOH solution at a scan rate of 10 mV s−1 and 1000 rpm rotation 
(Wang et al. 2011).
Reproduced with kind permission from John Wiley and Sons 
(copyright license no. 4621420039670).
and F (N-F/CC). They reported that N-F/CC exhibited the 
best ERed potential (0.73 V) when compared to individually 
doped CC, demonstrating a synergistic effect between the 
dopants (Figure 6A). Moreover, N-F/CC exhibited higher 
ORR performance than conventional Pt/C in 0.1 m HClO4 
solution (Figure 6B), taking advantage of the synergetic 
effect exerted by simultaneous co-doping F and N on 
the carbon matrix. The catalyst showed superior electro-
chemical stability, great activity and CO vulnerability in 
alkaline and acidic media, and cost effectiveness. The 
superior stability of the co-doped material is because N 
doping in the presence of F improves charge delocaliza-
tion and spin-density enhancement via attack from the 
basal plane of the carbon matrix (Gao et  al. 2015, Peera 
et al. 2015, Akula et al. 2017). Furthermore, the catalytic 
activity of N-F/CC during ORR is not affected by the addi-
tion of CO or CH3OH in alkaline media, as in the case of the 
conventional Pt/C catalyst (Figure 9).
4.2   Heteroatom-doped nonprecious 
transition metals
Furthermore, to improve the electrocatalytic activity of 
heteroatom-doped carbon materials, nonprecious tran-
sition metals such as manganese (Mn), iron (Fe), nickel 
(Ni), and cobalt (Co) could be incorporated into metal-free 
materials (Wu et al. 2011, Fu et al. 2015). Literature shows 
that nonprecious metal electrocatalysts exhibit higher 
catalytic activity and durability for ORR in alkaline electro-
lytes when compared to Pt-based catalysts. Nevertheless, 
the activity of these electrocatalysts needs tremendous 
improvement in acidic solutions (Wu et  al. 2011, Kramm 
et  al. 2014). Therefore, rational design of metal-incorpo-
rated, heteroatom-doped carbon materials that are active 
and stable for electrocatalytic reaction in acidic electro-
lytes is worthy of investigation. Heteroatom-doped carbon 
material will help mitigate the leaching of metal parti-
cles in the materials by inducing the formation of M-N-C 
bonds, thereby enhancing the catalyst activity and toler-
ance to carbonaceous species like CO and CH3OH (Peera 
et al. 2016). Peera et al. (2016) investigated the incorpora-
tion of Fe and Co on N and F co-doped graphite nanofiber 
(Fe-Co/NF-GNF) during ORR in 0.5 m HClO4 solution. They 
found that Fe-Co/NF-GNF was remarkably durable toward 
ORR with a negative shift of about 10 mV in its half-wave 
potential at the end of 10,000 cycles, whereas commer-
cial Pt/C showed a negative shift of about 200 mV under 
similar conditions. Rationally designed heteroatom-doped 
nonprecious transition metals can be utilized as bifunc-
tional electrocatalysts, being suitable for both anodic and 
cathodic reactions. Yue et  al. (2017) transformed tanta-
lum dioxyfluoride (TaO2F) and graphitized carbon (gC) to 
an electrocatalyst (TaO2F/gC) and tested its performance 
during OER under alkaline condition. The resulting elec-
trocatalyst demonstrated an unusual activity with the 
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Figure 9: (A) Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of CC, N-CC, F-CC, 
and N-F/CC catalysts at 50 mV s−1. (B) LSVs for N-F/CC catalyst 
in presence of O2, CO, CH3OH species recorded at 1600 rpm in 
aqueous 0.1 m KOH at the scan rate of 5 mV s−1, respectively. (C) 
The corresponding sensitivity tests for Pt/C (Akula and Sahu 2019). 
Reproduced with kind permission from Electrochemical Society 
(copyright license no. 4621410045209).
lower onset potential of 1.48 V vs. RHE and 360 mV over-
potential to obtain a current density of 10 mA cm−2. At the 
same current density, TaO2F/gC demonstrated remarkable 
stability so that there was no significant change in the 
polarization curve even after 20,000 cycles.
5   Conclusion
Although carbide-supported Pt (Pt/C) has been consid-
ered as the best catalyst for GEOR, the major drawbacks of 
the Pt-based electrode include susceptibility to methanol 
crossover, time-dependent drift, and deactivation due to 
poisoning by intermediate carbon species such as formate 
and CO. Moreover, Pt-based catalysts are expensive and 
scarce, making them unsustainable for the commercial 
conversion of glycerol and fuel cell applications. Devel-
opment of alternative anode electrocatalysts with better 
performance, as well as selectivity, which would enable 
complete glycerol electrooxidation to CO2 at low overpo-
tentials, is vital for efficient and cost-effective glycerol 
conversion. The anode catalyst must exhibit high activity 
toward C-C bond cleavage and must be resistant to poi-
soning by carbonaceous intermediate species. Generally, 
the catalytic performance of the material greatly depends 
on the catalyst’s composition, microstructure, and mor-
phology. One of the strategies employed to overcome 
these drawbacks is to lower the consumption of Pt either 
by substituting the Pt catalysts partially or totally using a 
proper support or by the nonprecious metal catalysts for 
the anodic reaction.
One way to reduce the consumption of Pt is to modify 
it with adatoms such as Sb, Sn, In, Bi, and Pb. This has 
helped in redirecting the electrooxidation pathway of 
Pt-based catalysts toward the production of value-added 
compounds such as DHA, tartronate, and mesoxalate. 
Modification with adatoms favors C-C cleavage to produce 
C1 and C2 products at high anode potentials. Moreover, 
incorporation of supports such as SiO, CeO2−x, and gra-
phene oxide (GO) can help reduce the amount of metal 
loading as well as enhance their stability, electrocatalytic 
activity, and utilization efficiency. Pd-based catalysts are 
also promising since Pd is more plentiful and cheaper 
than Pt. The electrochemical performance of Pd largely 
depends on its structure and can also be enhanced by 
modification with adatoms. Pd-based catalysts favor dif-
ferent selective reaction pathways (intermediates) and 
can produce CO2 at high potentials, hydroxypyruvate at 
moderate potentials, and ketone and aldehyde at low 
potentials, indicating that product distribution depends 
solely on the anode potential. Pd can also be promoted 
with metal oxides such as CeO2, TiO2, Mn3O4, Co3O4, and 
NiO toward remarkable electrocatalytic performance.
Gold-based catalysts are also a suitable substitute for 
Pt-based catalysts since they are less expensive. Au-based 
catalysts promote GEOR in alkaline electrolytes without 
susceptibility to poisoning by carbonaceous intermediate 
species due to their ability to adsorb a OH monolayer and 
force some of the reactor content to interact with water to 
form CO2. However, Au exhibits low activity for the oxida-
tion of organics in acidic electrolytes. Ni-based catalysts are 
suitable candidates for the GEOR because they show high 
electrocatalytic activity, durability in alkaline solutions, and 
anti-poison ability. Rational incorporation of two or more 
transition metals as co-catalysts to obtain an enhanced geo-
metric and electronic framework can considerably reduce 
the amount of Pt without penalizing the activity.
To further make glycerol electrooxidation cheaper, 
heteroatom-doped metal-free electrocatalysts are pro-
posed. Heteroatom (N, B, S, P, F, I, Br, Cl) doping on carbon 
materials such as CNTs, graphene, activated carbon, and 
graphite can induce variation in spin densities and elec-
tronic charge densities in the carbon matrix, disturb-
ing the electroneutrality and creating many catalytically 
active sites suitable for electrochemical reactions. Promi-
nent among all the heteroatoms are nitrogen and fluo-
rine, individually doped or co-doped. Co-doping offers 
a synergistic advantage. The electrocatalytic activity of 
heteroatom-doped carbon materials could be improved 
by incorporating nonprecious transition metals such as 
Mn, Fe, Ni, and Co. However, it is essential to ensure the 
rational design of an electrocatalyst from these materials 
to ensure suitability in acidic electrolytes.
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